
Meeting Minutes  

Date:  01 August 2018 
Time: 4:30 pm 
Venue:  Rm 4056 SIS Level 4 
  
Attendee: KOH Lian Chee (supervisor) 

Ya Min Nyi Nyi  
Khin Khin Min Thu 
Hsu Hsu Linn 
Wai Yan Min 

  
Agenda:  Discussion with supervisor for progress update and feedbacks 

 
Diagram 

 Use-case diagram 
 As-if and to-be process (put challenges) *Show during acceptance 
 Architecture Diagram / Technical Diagram (hierarchy diagram: Like EI diagram. 

Mobile and all technology. Who is using what) 
 
Project Management 

 Be ready to change schedule dynamically.  
 
Words usage and X-factor 

 Use more specific terms (turning all process or certain processes to e-form?) 
 Use "reduce impact" instead of "resolved" problems as in real-life there may be 

other problems and converting to e-form will not resolve everything 
 10% increase is not a good measure as putting an electronic app can increase % but 

there are other ways to do that: e.g. through campaign 
 Use “may increase awareness”, or may help to increase the membership 
 Use smaller measures: they use our app to increase the sign-up 
 Specific process to replace, not recommended to do every process of Myanmar club  
 Reduce transaction processing time: by how much?? Prove with actual exact 

number: time to complete actual manual process vs time taken using apps  
 
Project Scope 

 E-payment: define scope: self-developing or PayPal or third-party 
 Maid-process: quantify it! how are we doing it? May or may not be in scope. only 

put in the amount we can accomplish. 
 It’s ok to change the things we put in acceptance but need to discuss with supervisor 

or client 
 It's tough to handle both iOS and Android. Thus, focus only on one platform: IOS or 

Android 
 It's okay if we don't finish. Make sure your sponsor understands 
 Put only what can do within 6 months (be reasonable with scope) 
 DON"T OVERCLAIM. DON"T TACKLE ALL ISSUES. BE SPECIFIC. DON"T OVER PROMISE. 

 
Wiki 

 risk table (add likelihood) 
 
 
 



Deployment 
 It's okay to deploy partially 
 Live version: use reasonable number you are likely to achieve 
 Deploy on both app store on acceptance day. GET IT UP!!! IMPORTANT!!! Play Store 

is easier to deploy so should consider. 
 
UI 

 Add Logo <Completed> 
 Implement new Role creation page 

 
Handover 

 Remainder should be able to maintain by the sponsor 
 
Acceptance 

 Must deploy in AWS before acceptance and must be working: accessible from 
school. 

 
Weekly Meeting  

 Weekly meeting with supervisor (choose date: she will send a link to register: either 
Monday or Thursday) and make telegram chat with supervisor 

 Next meeting with supervisor will be at 3pm on 8 August (Wed). 
 
Next internal meeting will be on 6th August (Mon). 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:15 pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if 
there are no amendments reported in the next three days. 
 
 
Prepared by, 
Hsu Hsu Linn 
 
Vetted and edited by, 

Yamin Nyi Nyi 
 
 

 


